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We are in the eighth year of publishing our monthly newsletter with updates on great fly fishing venues, trip 
reports and insights for our traveling fly fishers.  We want to help you match the right location with your fly 
fishing goals and objectives and properly prepare you to fully enjoy the experience.  We’ve been to most 
locations and pride ourselves on our ability to research new destinations.   Whatever unbiased information on 
timing and locations we can provide comes at the same cost to you as booking direct – i.e., NO EXTRA COST. 
 
TRIP REPORT:  MINIPI RIVER, LABRADOR 

 
Over the last 15 years, son Scott and I have made eight trips to the 
remote northeast corner of Canada, the Minipi River in Labrador.  This 
is one of those rare places on earth where things still are as they were 
hundreds, maybe thousands, of years ago.  The large mayflies and 
caddis still hatch in overwhelming numbers and the giant brook trout 
still come to the surface to feast on them.  This is a long trek from the 
west coast and what draws us back every other year is the chance to 
stalk and cast dry flies to sighted trout of 5 to 8 pounds in a wilderness 
that “is the way it was.”  
 

    
 
The lakes here are “non-traditional” – i.e., mostly they are shallow and have a current moving through them with 
sections of river connecting them.  The massive weed beds provide the prolific hatches that are as much an 
attraction as the giant brookies.  Photos below:  float plane, brown drake, caddis blizzard. 6.5# brookie.  
 

    



The average size fish on this year’s trip rivaled our 2010 trip which saw the largest average in the last 15 years – 
43 brookies over six pounds were released on that trip.  The later part of our week this year saw an intense green 
drake hatch join the brown drakes which were already in the midst of their seasonal hatch.  Together, they really 
got the big fish moving.  Of the 17 fish taken by Scott (below left) and I during the last two days of our week, 15 of 
them were over six pounds.  All but one of those fish were taken on dry flies. 
 

    
 
To see a complete photo essay report of this year’s trip, click on this link or cut and paste it into your browser: 
http://www.flyfishingadventures.org/Newsletter/minipi_photos.pdf 
 
NEW EXPOSURES:  FATHER AND SONS FIRST TIME FLY FISHING 
 
“We have no previous fly fishing experience……where should I take my sons if we want to do our first fly fishing 
trip together?”  Lots of possible answers to this question and for Russell Ehrman-Shapiro and sons Max and 
Adam, the answer selected was Three Rivers Ranch in eastern Idaho.  Three Rivers had all the right stuff 
beginning with the most important ingredient - seasoned, long term guides who are excellent and patient 
teachers.  Also, a good selection of waters for beginners using drift boats on at least some days to minimize 
casting challenges for newcomers. 
 
Judith (Mom in this case) said of the guys experience: “What a GREAT, once in a lifetime trip the men had!!  The 
Three Rivers Ranch was wonderful. My husband had a great 50th birthday and a memorable Father’s day!  
 
As for Dad, that’s Russell below with the big brown – not bad for a beginner!!  He commented, “the boy's and I 
had a great time.”  Other photos – Russell, Max, and Adam modeling their waders, part of the Three Rivers Ranch  
equipment they used……the boys casting from a drift boat.  Hopefully, this opens some interesting and fun 
doors for continued experiences together in the great outdoors with a fly rod in hand. 
 

   
 

NEW EXPOSURES:  FIRST TIME ON THE SALT WATER FLATS 
 
Unlike the father and son above, Tim Bottoms and Dick Radler are experienced fly 
rodders with many fly fishing destinations under their belt; however, they had not 
tackled the challenges of the salt water flats with a fly rod in hand. They were looking 
for their first salt water flats destination and the number of choices can be 
overwhelming.     
 
Ascension Bay’s top lodges provide a good opportunity to get started on the salt 
water flats.  Logistics are good (fly into Cancun – many good connections), bonefish 
are plentiful, and there is a good opportunity for other species like permit, baby 
tarpon, snook, barracuda, etc.  Tim and Dick prepared with the proper diligence – 

http://www.flyfishingadventures.org/Newsletter/minipi_photos.pdf


carefully examining equipment and clothing needs and working on casting skills.  
Proper preparation for your first salt water trip is a key to having a successful 
experience and they did have a good trip.  Wearing full sun protection and holding one 
of their first bonefish is Tim (above, right) and Dick (at left).  
 
From Tim:  “We had a great time. Ran into a variety of interesting (to say the least) other 
fishermen.  Jorge, our guide, was very good and good English.  Between us we caught 
and landed over 30 Bonefish; 4 Tarpon (Tim below with baby tarpon); and one 
Barracuda. Biggest Tarpon was 38", and the ‘Cuda 
was caught on Tarpon rigging (no wire leader) and 

was 42".  It rained hard the first two nights we were there but we only had a 
few occasional showers when we were fishing. I went twice into the 
Tarpon/mangrove lagoon (Dick went once with me). Very hot and humid--more 
so than we expected. Food was excellent as were the margaritas. Dining 
area/bar was not air conditioned--a real bummer. Our room was very large and 
functional (with A/C). Riding in those boats at top speed through the 
mangroves was like being in Disneyland!!”  (Note:  if bookings are made early 
enough at Casa Blanca and Playa Blanca, days can be reserved in the baby 
tarpon mangrove lagoons, an interesting addition to the flats fishing).  
 
BELIZE FAMILY ADVENTURE 
 
Nick Chapman has become a frequent visitor to Belize, using the mothership Rising Tide as his base of 
operations for pursuing the variety of shallow water species available.  In June, he took his sons with him on a 
ten day trip.  One son fly fishes with Dad while 11 year old Jack has a guide who specializes in spin fishing.  Jack 
trolls the reef for various species (like barracuda, left below) and casts for snappers.  There are a multitude of 
feisty snappers in Belize (at least 8 different species) and Jack is pictured with a days collection at right below.      
 

   
 
A PERSONAL NOTE:  Our family began taking an annual mothership trip in Belize in the 1980’s when our kids 
were in their early teens.  It was just the family together on the beautiful tropical waters in a somewhat isolated 
environment.  Our first dozen Belize mothership trips were of the family variety.  My son and I were beginning fly 
fishers back then and we would bring one fly rod for bonefish and an array of spinning equipment for the other 
species.  Over the years, we replaced one spinning rod at a time with a fly rod until we could pursue all the 
species with a fly rod.  My wife and daughter would snorkel, troll the reef, visit the Cays, relax, and sometimes 
accompany us.  We always had one guide who would be focused on their interests and was an excellent 
snorkeling guide who could take them on daily private snorkeling excursions.  Those were treasured family 
experiences.  

 
JULY MEMORY PHOTO   

 
The Giant Trevally (GT) has become a popular species in this column.  This 
month, a great photo at right and a great fish taken by Mickey Myhre.  Note the 
“loving caress” as he holds onto his trophy with all his strength.  Terrific pose!!! 
 
 
PHOTO CREDITS:  banner photo – Bill Hudspeth;  Minipi article – Bill Hudspeth (l) 
and John Marlowe (r) with fish; Minipi caddis hatch – George Fareed;  Father/sons 
first time - Russell Ehrman-Shapiro;  salt water flats first time – Tim Bottoms and 



Dick Radler; Belize family adventure – Nick Chapman.      
  
Either phone or drop us an e-mail if you have questions or would like more information about any of our 
destinations.  
 
An enthusiastic traveling fly fisherman, 
Don Muelrath 
Fly Fishing Adventures 
www.flyfishingadventures.org 
888-347-4896 
flyfish@napanet.net 
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